Sleeping boy
<soft snoring>
Zoom in head
Fade black

Crown boy welcomes party guests (waves)
Fade Black

Room again
Wrapping paper and invitation
<snoring>
Pan across to invite zoom fade

Party crown boy beats piñata
Others cheer or chase each other
Pan down across

<snoring>
Focus head pan to calendar zoom

Happy Birthday
Blow out candles (Flicker & gone)
Fade →
Focus on roll of ribbon
pan to gift

(snorin)

Presents!
Shake - what's inside?
small movement by guests

Fade→

Fade→
(snoring)

Focus head and pan to mask zoom.

Fade →
crowd boy bids farewell to guests
waving kids chatter as leave
Guests return home, noise wakes boy who sees calendar
Party Time
in window—boy—calendar, focus date
Focus on clock as boy gets ready for the party - walking back and forth in front of camera.
Exit to right.
Fade →
Fade from previous - slow pan to window
see boy leave for party

Fade to black